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a script from 

 “Noah’s Epic Voyage”  
by 

Susan E. Greenwood 
 

What In this interactive monologue, kids will be excited to hear Noah tell of his epic 
voyage. The audience participates with various responses and by creating a rain 
simulation.  
 
Themes: Obedience, Faithfulness, God’s promise, Monologue, Bullying, 
Simulation, Audience Participation 

 
Who Noah 

Helpers- 3 or 4* 
  

 
When Bible times 
 
Props Bible attire  

Robes 
Beard  
Sandals 

 
Why Genesis 6 
 
How Noah is old and should be played as old, wise and calm. Use hand gestures and 

voice inflections to help draw the audience into the story. 
  
Optional sensory enhancements: 
Smell: Spray ocean sent air freshener prior to the skit. 
Sound: Animal noises 
Sight: Paper rainbow, small boat, piece of wood, tools 
 
*It would work well to have helpers (4) ready to lead the audience in a rain 
simulation during the skit. If your audience is really young, have them do one of 
the actions and use helpers to do the rest. See rain simulation instructions 
below. 
 
Instruct them ahead of time. Have a helper ready to lead the children in 
participating. 
Key words: 
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When Noah says, “Big Boat” the audience says, “Bon Voyage” 
When Noah says “Laughed” the audience says, “Ha, Ha, Ha” 
When Noah says, “Two” the audience says, “two by two” hold up two fingers on 
one hand followed by two fingers on the other. 

 
Time Approximately 4 minutes 

 
RAIN SIMULATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Divide audience into TWO-FOUR groups, explain directions, ask for NO TALKING during 
rainstorm –Mime instructions to audience. Works best with larger groups. 

Point to group 1 and silently give them instructions for doing the first action (just 
mime it out for them), then move on to group 2 and give them instructions for doing 
the first action, ditto group 3 etc. until all groups are doing the first action. Then move 
back to group 1 and give them the second action while the other groups are still doing 
the first action. Similarly, move from group to group signaling them to start the next 
action. Each group keeps doing the action they are on until you signal them to start a 
new action. For a younger audience or smaller groups, have the whole group perform 
the actions together taking a few seconds to perform each action. 

1. Start by tapping palm with one finger, then go to two fingers  

2. Rub hands together 

3. Snap fingers (can’t snap-clap with only TWO fingers….) 

4. Gently patting knees  

5. Stamp feet 

6. Increase the noise by switching to hand clapping as the storm reaches it height.  

7. With a hand signal, have everyone shout, "BOOM!" on the count of three to 
represent thunder.  

8. Backwards thru sequence to simulate storm subsidence 
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Noah enters. Pause and looks around for a moment. 

Noah:  (breathe deeply through nose) Awe… (breaths deeply again) I love the 
smell of salty sea air. (to the audience) Can you smell it? Breathe in with 
me… (take another deep breath through your nose and hold your 
breath while you deliver the next line) Now out (exhale dramatically). 
That’s the way. That’ll clear your sinuses.  

 This smell takes me back…  

 (look at the audience) Oh, forgive me. I haven’t introduced myself. I am 
Noah…Son of Terrah…and THIS is my (raising arms in the air) EPIC 
VOYAGE… (to the audience) that’s fancy for big boat trip.  
(Audience: BON VOYAGE) 

 This epic voyage started long before the first (hold up index finger) 
raindrop fell. Long before the first animal came to my ark. AND, long 
before I ever knew that an ark was a big boat. (Audience: BON VOYAGE) 

 People were doing really bad things and thinking really bad thoughts 
all…the…time. (Clutching heart) God was saddened by all that He had 
made.  

 (look down, sad expression) He was so saddened that He planned to 
destroy all that lived.  

 (look up, say cheerfully) But then, God remembered me.  

 He remembered my love FOR Him and my obedience TO Him even 
though no one else obeyed.  

 It’s hard to obey especially when you’re the only one…right? 

 So, God chose to save me and my family. Eight people in all. He told us 
exactly how to build the big boat (Audience: BON VOYAGE) …the ark. 

 The ark would be big enough to save me, my family, two (Audience: 
TWO BY TWO) of every kind of creature, and all that we need to stay 
alive.  

 Together, we would be a new beginning. A fresh start.  

 People thought we were crazy.  

 My neighbors were not kind. They were not helpful. They watched but it 
was not to cheer us on. They laughed (Audience: HA HA HA), and 
yelled, and said unkind things to me and my family as we worked day 
and night on the big boat (Audience: BON YOYAGE) for 100 years. 
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 Finally, it was finished.  

 Now, this next part was fun. 

 God brought two (Audience: TWO BY TWO) of EVERY ANIMAL— one 
boy and one girl—to get on the big boat (Audience: BON VOYAGE) 
with us. 

 Elephants, zebras, antelopes, tigers, sheep, monkeys alligators, bears, 
bugs, and birds, on and on boarded the big boat (Audience: BON 
VOYAGE) now let me hear it…two (hold your hand to your ear listening) 
(Audience: TWO BY TWO) …exactly.  

 Think of your favorite animal. Now, I will count to three and at the same 
time we will all make the noise of our favorite animal. Ready? 
One…two…three… 

Audience yells out their animal noise. If they’re unsure at first, encourage them (oh I 
KNOW you can do better than that!). Use this opportunity to engage with them, 
maybe asking a single kid, “What’s your favorite animal?” Be ready to reign it back in, 
though.  

 Great job!! I felt like I was back on the big boat (Audience: BON 
VOYAGE) there for a second—that’s how it sounded on most days.  

 With all safely on board the big boat (Audience: BON VOYAGE) …God 
shut the door and we waited and waited and waited. 

 For six days, we waited as people banged on the outside; laughing 
(Audience: HA HA HA), throwing rocks and yelling.  

 We waited for something…ANYTHING…to happen.  

 THEN… (dramatic pause), on the seventh day, something happened. 

Helpers start the rain simulations. Use hand claps to simulate the sound of rain. In the 
first few words, use long pauses between claps. 

 We started…(clap)…to hear…(clap)…something new…(clap). 

Helpers continue the rain simulation as Noah speaks. 

 The people outside the ark started beating (hit your fist against your 
hand or on a table) on the side of the ark. Begging for us to let them in. 
But it was too late. God shut the door and it would not be reopened 
until God’s work was finished.  

 I tried to tell them. I told them God’s Words and begged them to obey 
God; but they said no. And, now…it was too late.  
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 It rained for 40 days and 40 nights. (Say with more intensity in your 
voice) The waters rose quickly lifting the ark and all aboard to safety as 
the world was destroyed beneath us.  

 For 369 days, we stayed safely aboard the ark…floating and waiting.  

 Finally, on the 370th day, the Lord God opened the door of the ark and 
we all walked out on the dry ground. My wife, my sons and their wives, 
and all the animals…two (hand to ear listening) (Audience: TWO BY 
TWO).  

 We made an altar to thank God for keeping us safe.  

 God made a promise to all of us that day. He promised to never again 
destroy the entire earth by flood waters. To remind us that He will keep 
His promise, He stretched a beautiful rainbow across the sky.  

 God’s bow can still be seen today. Have you seen it?  

 Each time you see God’s rainbow, remember my epic voyage…my big 
boat trip (Audience: BON VOYAGE) and know that God will always keep 
His promises.  

Lights out. 
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